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Triumph - The Early Years

Technical Corner:

Replacing Car Parts with 3D
Printing

by Peter Pontsa
In many ways the future is now. Many
of us Trekkies remember the crew of
the Starship Enterprise using their
replicator to produce food and parts,
that would just materialize by voice
command. Well for all intents and
purposes, it really is in some ways here
today; it is called 3-D printing.

My first experience with this relatively
new technology was a number of years
ago when Angela and I were still in
the dental business and were escorted
on a tour of the dental facilities of
Misericordia Community Hospital,
located in Edmonton, Alberta.
		 continued on page 3
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by Ron Pincoe
After about a year, the young Siegfried
Part One: Bicycles and Motorcycles
set up his own import/export business
The first means of transportation to bear
with some German firms, naming his new
the Triumph name was not a motor
venture S. Bettmann & Company.
vehicle but a bicycle.
It was about this time that
To begin the
the bicycle was becoming
story we must
very popular and
go back to
Bettmann soon became
November of
an exporter of bicycles.
1884 when
He had engaged the firm
Siegfried
of William Andrews
Bettmann
in Birmingham to
emigrated from
manufacture the machines
Germany to
for him.
England. After a
The bicycle of course
brief engagement
needed a name. In Bettmann’s own words
as a translator for a publishing firm, the
from his unpublished memoirs he stated;
twenty-one year old Bettman was hired
“I gave it the name Triumph. I chose this
by the White Sewing Machine Company
name for a single purpose. For a long time
of Cleveland, Ohio, who had an office in
my customers, who were practically all on
London. He became their sales agent in
the continent, called it the “Bettmann.”
Europe and North Africa gaining many
new customers for the company.
continued on page 3

Inventions: Did You Know?

This month I would like to write about
young inventors. Not often enough as adults,
do we acknowledge important contributions
to society throughout the world made by
young individuals.Three young inventors that
caught my attention are:
KATHRYN
GREGORY: In
1994 Kathryn
invented wristies.
Wristies are
protective winter
gear that are
designed to be
worn under your
coat and gloves that block the snow, wind,
and cold from entering any unprotected
gaps. On a cold day 10 year old Kathryn was
building a snow fort when her wrists started
to hurt because they were cold and wet. To
solve the problem, she invented wristies, and
wore them under her coat and mittens.

by Ed Taccone
container, plastic straws and threads. Water
vapour that evaporates from the water container is released through holes in the straws
which line the structure of the umbrella.
The kindergarten pupil received an
Encouragement Award in the Tan Kah
Kee Young Inventors’
Awards.

KRYSTA MORLAN:
Krysta Morlan’s first
invention was a device
that relieves the irritation
caused by wearing a
cast called cast cooler.
The portable cast cooler works by pumping
air into a cast through a plastic tube. Krysta
Morlan was in grade 10 when she invented
the cast cooler. Still in high school, Krysta
Morlan then invented the water bike, a semi
– submersible, fin propelled pedaled vehicle.
In Krysta’s own words, “ growing up with
cerebral palsy made me a stronger person and
PEH YONG: Six year old Peh Yong invented very determined to succeed. Inventing gave
a cooling umbrella designed to be used in
me confidence and a way to help as well as
hot weather. According to the Singapore
others.
Newspaper the Strait Times, Pem Yong’s
Tune in next month for more neat
invention imitates the transpiration process
inventions. 		
Ed Taccone
of plants using a combination of a water
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The Pancake Run and BBQ
Excitement brewed, which evolved into
a sleepless night prior to the famous
Pancake Run. Worried about what
the weather was going to do after a
week of reports, that July 2nd would
be a gorgeous day then, “BINGO”
news of inclement weather on the day
of the HBCC meet had somewhat of
an impact. In no certain words I felt
“WASHED OUT”.
My prayers were answered when the
morning of that day, VIOLA, the sun
was shining as bright as can be. After
breakfast, I ran outside, moving at a
1500 Spitfire pace, running on two
cylinders. It suddenly dawned on me,
MY GOD, I forgot to put up Angela’s
den. Now all kidding aside you all need
to understand how important it is to
set a place for Angela. One of Angela’s
many duties is to collect money. So, up
went the money mart tent.

probably wondering. Why the race
stripes? I thought to myself, It’s getting
attention. My Grandson will be pleased
since it was his idea.
We now had enough cars assembled,
and the group was anxious to leave
for the Strawberry Run. Out of the
blue, the skies opened up. The rain
kept coming and it looked like the run
would have to be cancelled. Tom H.
looked over at the rest of us waiting
to make a decision and finally said,
“We are not the faint of heart: START
YOUR ENGINES; let us be on our
way.”

the sound was deafening. Tom (007)
and Jean (Silver Lady) Hodgson,
Norm (Curly) and Hilary (Austin
Princess) Redpath, Peter (The Leader)
Pontsa and Angela (Money Penny)
van Breemen, Don (Camera Man)

Head for Water and we did so, the
British Car Club way. We got to the
hilly winding part around the Caledon
ski club. Making our way up the hilly
road, water was running down faster
than Alan and Marlies Sands’ Allard.
Going through Belfountain, a crowd of
people, well maybe three, acknowledged
this fine line up of British automobiles.

and Trudy (Wonder Girl) Bauman,
Bill (NASCAR) and Jane (The Rose)
Tully, Mark (Crankshaft) Bates, Mark
(Zoom Zoom) and Leah (Cat Woman)
Hill, Hubert (Cruiser) and Aline
(Indy) Denelzen, Bill (Red Rocket)
Soon after, our very good friends
Mason, Malcolm (Piston) Stanton and
Marion and Bill Mason turned the
his brother from Australia Michael
corner of the driveway and I heard
(Dundee) Stanton, Ron (Turbo) and
Marion tell Bill to stay on the driveway. From there, we followed a charming
Hilda (Navigator) Pincoe, Pat (U-Bolt)
I understand the Bee is a little stiff
route to Rock Garden Farms for
and Sharon (Spark Plug) Yaremko,
to steer. Shortly after Pat and Sharon
strawberries. While inside, the group
Dave (U-Haul) and Debbie (Lagonda)
arrived, the sky opened up like a water were enjoying the selection of fruit
Baker, Jack (10W30) Willekes, Jerry
tap. Suddenly, I felt drained, thinking and vegetables available; not wanting
(Dually) Hergott, Ken (Pumper) Stahl,
the worst, what if no one else is going to rush the group, I bought two flats
Dorien (Gear Box) Berteletti, Alan
to show up; all that food and only six of strawberries and headed home to
(Road King) and Marlies (Beep Beep)
of us! While putting the tops up on
prepare for the games. En route, it
Sands, Ralph (Iron Man) and Kimberly
the cars before they got water logged, was hard to resist those succulent
(Iron Lady) Evans, Mary (Double
we heard a whine of engines in the
berries and once back home, Sandra
distance.
immediately protested that the flat was Trouble) Valade. Linda (Two Putt)
half empty. Thankfully, Tom offered to Guthrie, Don (Speed Demon) and
Gayle (Fast and Furious) Fysh.
A sense of relief overcame us at the
bring back another flat.
sight of those beautiful British cars, as
they came rolling in, and the sun came By then, the group had returned from
back out. Mary, without Jean Louis,
the run, and most of the members
smiling from ear to ear. Jane and Bill
coming for the dinner and meeting
Tully right behind Marlies and Alan
had also arrived and were ready to
Sands holding hands. Tom Hodgson
participate in the games. With all the
walking towards us making noise to
necessary equipment in place, Marion
Bill, about a Triumph that sounded
(The Judge) Mason huddled with her
like it had an alligator in the carburetor. two assistants Bill Mason and Tom
After Ron and Hilda got parked I saw Hodgson.
Ron reach in the trunk, grab a muffler
and carry it over to me, exclaiming how At long last our Judges signalled for
he now felt exhausted.
the games to begin. A thunderous
ovation erupted from the crowd, as
		
continued on page 5
Jack Willekes eyeing my Spitfire, was
the players were being introduced;
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Triumph - The Early Years; Part One: The Bicycle and Motorcycle
Such a name could not be of permanent
value. I therefore looked out for a
name which could be understood in all
European languages.”

In 1887 a fellow German, Mauritz
Johann Shulte, joined him as a partner
and was instrumental in setting up their
own manufacturing facility in Coventry.

T1280px Triumph model h motorcycle
circa 1914

The sewing machine part of the business
was gradually being diminished as the
popularity of the bicycle was growing
and Bettmann no doubt saw this as the
direction the company should be going.
With bicycle sales well under way the
business was now registered as a limited
liability corporation bearing the name
Triumph Cycle Co. Ltd.

After a period of trial and error and
surviving an economic downturn
Triumph finally expanded into
motorcycles in 1902. A Belgian Minerva
2 1/4 HP engine with belt drive was
bolted to a modified and strengthened
pedal-cycle frame and the first Triumph
motorcycle was born. By 1905, after
experimenting with other engines,
Triumph had designed and built their
own 3 HP unit and the motorcycle
became the company’s primary business.
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...continued from page 1
The motorcycle division of the company
continued on as the mainstay of
Triumph even after the first automobile,
the 10/20, was introduced to the public
in 1923.

To conclude our story on the early
years of Triumph motorcycles we must
move ahead to 1936. At this point
the company was seeing a lot of red
ink in its financial statements and a
most controversial decision was made.
The motorcycle division was sold to
In 1906 the company produced only 533 Ariel Motorcycles of Birmingham.
motorcycles but production grew rapidly. The Triumph name continued to
In 1907, one thousand units were
built, two thousand in 1908, and three
thousand in 1909.
At the outset of war in 1914 Bettmann
met a young army officer by the name of
Claude Holbrook. Holbrook would later
become an instrumental figure when the
company moved into car production.
Shortly after war had broken out
Bettman received a telephone call from
the War Office.
In Bettman’s words; “The man who
addressed me was Holbrook. He asked
me whether I could make arrangements
to get 100 Triumph motorcycles packed
to ship to France.”

At the time it was almost inevitable that That was to be just the beginning. By
wars end in 1918 some 30,000 “Trusty
any forward looking manufacturer of
Triumphs,” as the military called them,
bicycles would consider putting motors
on them and Triumph was no exception. were put into service.
Replacing Car Parts with 3D Printing ... continued from page 1
market. In this article, I will focus on
Misericordia has an excellent reputation
the automotive aspects of this amazing
for maxillofacial reconstruction. As part
technology.
of our tour, we saw the 3-D printer in
action, laying down composite layer upon
layer, slowly building a lower jaw that was
scanned using the patient’s measurements.
This in turn becomes titanium and is
surgically attached to the patient for full
functionality.
The method of 3-D printing is a process
for making three dimensional objects
of almost any shape or size. Primarily
an additive process, in which layers
of successive materials are laid down
under software and computer guidance.
There is a multitude of applications
including medical, dental, aerospace,
military, fashion, food, automotive and
more. There is also a strong and rapidly
expanding hobbyist and home use
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Jay Leno in his 1925 Doble E-20 Steam Car

Triumph 1924 Ricardo 1

be displayed on the bikes but the
whole operation was now under new
management.
Ron Pincoe
Part Two: The First Triumph
Motorcar, will appear next month, in
our September 2014 Issue.
many makes have parts readily available,
I am, however, referring to very rare older
models.
Jay Leno, one of the world’s most avid car
collectors has a garage full of many rare
vehicles such as a 1925 Doble E-20 Steam
car, Duesenbergs, and many others. In
order to tackle this problem of unavailable
parts, he has a 3-D scanner and printer
system on site. A recent example of this
kind of restoration was completed on his
1907 White Steamer, which has a feed
water heater, a part that bolts onto the
cylinders. This part is aluminum and over
the last 107 years of use, has become so
porous, that steam and oil are percolating
through.

As collectors of fine vintage cars, the single
Rather than have a machinist attempt
most issue we face is replacing worn parts
duplication, it was decided to redesign
that are rare and impossible to source. Yes, 		
continued on page 4
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Technical Corner: Replacing Car Parts With 3D Printing ...continued page 5
the original using “Next Engine 3-D
2014, at the International Manufacturing
Scanning” and a “3-D Printer.” The
Technology Show. It will be produced
printer (a robot) makes an exact copy of from a new fiber reinforced thermal
a part in plastic which can then make
plastic, strong enough for a body and
a mold for a casting, or another type of chassis.
printer can replace the plastic part, using
chrome cobalt with a direct laser sintering Also involved in this exciting technology
process where a metal wire is fed into the is Lamborghini. Their new Aventador
appropriate laser cutter.
flagship model, two seater sports car was
the “Top Gear” car of the year for 2011.
It accelerates from 0 to 60 mph into 2.9
FORTUS 900 MC
seconds with a top speed of 230 mph,
with a cost just under $400,000. This car they turned to Pro X 300 direct metal
printer from 3-D systems. This approach
is 9% more powerful, 20% more fuelefficient and 6% lighter than the previous prints parts that are impossible to make
any other way. The idea was innovative;
generation.
use a large diameter pulley which would
turn slower and lower the oil pressure.
The key to its performance is its carbon
The part was printed in five hours and
fiber reinforced, composite monocoque
(single frame and body) which is light and installed within three days. English
Racing put the pulley to the test at the
Next Engine Desktop 3D Scanner System strong. Lamborghini had to get the design Pikes Peak 1/2 Mile High Top Speed
right the first time because the tooling
sells for about $3,000.00 US.
event and achieved 184.9 mph, placing
In this way, any antique car part can be to produce the monocoque cost several
produced with these machines, such as million dollars. The traditional approach first in the sedan class.
pieces of trim, elaborately etched pieces to build it would have cost $40,000 and
With these kinds of results in antique and
taken 120 days.
and even scrolled door handles.
modern car part reproduction, there may
very well be a boom in this area. If you
With this technology available auto
are not prepared to buy a 3-D scanner
manufacturers around the world are
and printer for home use, the word is that
finding that 3-D printing is invaluable
3-D Systems will be collaborating with
in modern car design. In early 2014,
Staples; in the future you may be able to
Swedish Super Car manufacturer,
use one at a location near you.
Koenigsegg utilized many components Lamborghini
that are 3-D printed for their One:1
Supercar.

Aventador
Monocoque Chassis 1

The Fortus 3-D Production System was
used to produce 1/16 scale to validate
assembly fit, verify efficient load paths
and identify and correct issues that
were invisible on the computer screen.
The FDM technology cost $3,090 and
was produced in 20 days with a savings
Koenigsegg One:1 Supercar
of $36,910 and 100 days. This is why
more and more auto manufacturers
In their limited run of vehicles,
are embracing this technology, such as
Koenigsegg produces 3-D parts which
include side mirrors, internals, air ducts, Bentley, BMW, Ducati, Hyundai, Jaguar
titanium exhaust components and even and Land Rover and others.
complete turbocharger assemblies. By the
way, their One:1 Supercar is the fastest in Another example of how 3-D printing
the world at the moment with 1360 BHP can save the day is in competitive racing.
English Racing based, in Washington
(breaking horsepower).
USA, tunes and races high-performance
cars. Their Mitsubishi Eve was exceeding
An American company Local Motors
oil pressure limits at high RPMs and that
is working with Oak Ridge National
American and Cincinnati Incorporated had already destroyed several engines.
to develop large scale manufacturing,
Since the team could not justify the cost
capable of printing an entire car body.
The company plans to print the vehicle of time consuming casting procedures,
in front of a live audience in September
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3-D Systems have announced a
development agreement with Hersey to
explore and develop opportunities for
printing and creating edible foods, and
confectionery treats.

Captain Janeway and Replicator From
Star Trek Voyager Series

There you have it from auto parts to
dinner for two, however the wine is
extra! The modern version of Star Trek’s
Replicator is now a reality, and with
research and innovation, who knows how
far we can go with it?			
			Peter Pontsa
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

The Pancake Run and BBQ ...continued from page 4
FIRST GAME: DOLLAR BILL
MATCHING
Match as many numbers from the serial
number on dollar bills in your wallet,
to the license plate of the participant’s
vehicle. All players seemed entrenched
in this game as they pulled out their
Bills, ladies and Men alike. Ladies
grabbing Bills from their better half
shocked, at the amount of paper Bills
being displayed. Eventually, Judge
Marion declares a winner. A loud roar
followed when Tom (007) Hodgson
was announced with a record breaking
5 numbers 1 letter match 2H3419.
One question I would like to know and
still puzzling to me. What was Norm
Redpath doing with all that Canadian
Tire Money?

Our Judges had their work cut out to
pick best sounding horn. “Well let me
tell you,” it sounded like a wedding
procession only with the Bride and
Groom missing. Marlies (Beep Beep)
Sands shocked when Tarzan would not
call out from the Jag. Not sure but it
may have been Bill Tulley (we’ll blame
him anyway), who woke everyone
present when he snuck into our
Motorhome and blasted the air horns.
“WE WANT DISQUALIFICATION”
was promptly heard amongst the many
players. Needless to say our Judges
concurred and the prize was awarded to,
for the second time of these games, Jack
(10W30) Willekes.

PUMP!” This enthusiasm gave other
players renewed energy. The lightening
quick change from Player to Player was
something of beauty, as Linda (Two
Putt) Guthrie took her turn at the
pump showing the boys how it’s done.
GROUP TWO:
Motioned to start, this group looked
a little cocky, when Mary (Double
Trouble) Valade, (I have never seen
anything like it!) with one hand began

KEEP READING IT GETS BETTER!

FIFTH GAME: TIRE PUMPING
Every player in the group was allotted
thirty seconds each and the group who
ended up with the most air pressure in
the tire would be declared The Winners.
Honestly, folks this turned out to be an
pumping, while holding a glass of wine
unforgettable game.
with the other. Energy replenishment,
I guess. Next, Tom (007) Hodgson,
GROUP ONE:
You could hear a pin drop as the players who was looking a little shaken but not
took their position at the tire pump area stirred, created pressure for the other
groups. Now up, was Pat (U- Bolt)
with Marion (Judge) Mason ready to
give the signal, “3…2…1… GO!” Like Yaremko, who tightened his grip on the
now red hot pump and then handed
thoroughbreds launching out of their
the pump over to his tower of strength,
SECOND GAME: SAFETY CHECK gates, the pumping began. The strain
Sharon (Spark Plug) Yaremko, who
on the Players faces was very evident,
Players feverishly trying to gather as
entertained the crowd with a valiant
many safety items from their vehicle as Malcolm (Piston) Stanton, took his
show of fortitude. The final player of
possible, came to an abrupt end, thanks stance at the pump, in a pose only
Sculpturers would appreciate. Michael this group Hilary (Austin Princess)
to Mary (Double Trouble) Valade,
Redpath ended her turn at the pump
who plunked a fifty pound bag of tools, (DUNDEE) Stanton from Australia
with what I am sure was the game
attacked the pump as though it was a
parts, fire extinguisher, tire pressure
winning show stopper in thirty seconds.
gauge, lipstick and parts to rebuild an crocodile.
entire MGB engine. Players looked on
GROUP THREE:
in disbelief; all immediately conceded.
The signal to start startled Ken
(The Pumper) Stahl, but his moves
THIRD GAME: OIL BURNER
were fluid and lightning fast. Mark
Players check their vehicle’s dip stick
(Crankshaft) Bates just about blew
closest to full mark wins. Players
the pump up indicating the game is
participated rather reluctantly not
not over until the Fat Lady Sings. Ron
knowing what to expect from their dip
(Turbo) Pincoe, looked for remedial
stick, as Marion (The Judge) gave the
help from Hilda (The Navigator) who
okay to start. Soon after, our Judges
was nothing short of a Phenomena, at
picked two winners with identical
this game. Marlies (Beep Beep) Sands
results, Jack (10W30) Willekes and
looked like she was on the way to the
Dorien (Gear Box) Berteletti, was
Dave (from Canmore, sounds like an
championship only to be denied by
Alberta boy). Love these games; it brings handling the pump, as if it were a
the ticking seconds as the Judge yelled,
Ferrari. Norm (Curly) Redpath,
them from far and wide.
“YOU ARE DONE!”
was pumping relentlessly, as cries of
		
continued on page 6
encouragement rang out, “PUMP!
FOURTH GAME: HORN TEST
Page 5 HBCC Newsletter August 2014
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The Pancake Run and BBQ ...continued from page 5
GROUP FOUR:
This group had that look in their eyes
as they were told to begin. Peter (The
Leader) Pontsa set a record for the
most pumps in thirty seconds, and at
the same time asking everyone present
if they had read the minutes. Angela
(Money Penny) was picking up a couple
of quarters before she started. I believe
someone put them there to deter her
attention. Didn’t work she is that quick.
Don (Camera Man) Bauman pumping
with ease, and, had everyone in awe as

he took pictures at the same time. But,
the uncanny thing is, he also managed
to take videos as well. Unbelievable! Bill
(Nascar)Tully showing off his speed,
and appeared synchronized, attempted
to smash all records. We watched in
disbelief as Alan (Road King) Sands
always a crowd pleaser, kneeled in front
of the pump reciting what sounded like
a prayer. Sounded like this, “But what
happens when what you do cannot
be erased? You keep going.” The
remaining few seconds proved to be
costly as Marion (The Judge) brought
the hand down to end this round.
GROUP FIVE:
The final group was now up to take
their turn at the pump, sitting there
waiting, challenging. The group looked
towards the sky, not sure if it was a
gesture of prayer, felt rain drops. This
group seemed calm, cool and collected.
You knew they would be a threat. Judge
Marion stared at her time piece, and
calmly looked at the group and gave
the thumbs up signal. Jack (10W30)
Willekes while pumping wildly, caused
the hose to pop off the pump. A short
stoppage to find another pump took
place and the game resumed with
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authority as Jane (The Rose) Tully
put her “petal” to the metal, in an
unforgettable display of concentration.
Jean (Silver Lady) Hodgson complained
the pump was tired. Kimberly (Iron
Lady) Evans reminded every male why
you don’t under estimate Females. The
final player Ralph (Iron Man) Evans
attacked the pump; a man possessed
to reach the magic PSI to win it all.
Soon a final wave by our, superb Judge,
signalled the game was over. A hush
came over the crowd, now waiting to
hear the final outcome. The results
from the Judge revealed a most awaited
moment. Winners of the contest, The
dream team from GROUP TWO a
whopping 65 PSI, GROUP THREE
a close 59 PSI, GROUP FIVE with
a respectable 54 PSI, GROUP ONE
ending at a disappointing 50 PSI,
and GROUP FOUR a mere 48 PSI.
Sadly, for this team their star player was
scratched. After three attempts to wake
Bill (RED ROCKET) Mason, failed
miserably.
SIXTH GAME: VALVE TOSS
Players get four tire valves each and
stand in a rimless tire twelve feet away
to see how many they can sink in an oil
pan. Players reached deep down, and
one by one they tossed and tossed, some
valves going in, some valves staying out.
Gayle (Fast and Furious) Fysh threw all
four valves at once and we are not sure
where they landed. I suspect they are on
the roof of the house.

Thinking of organizing an event?
Contact Jane Tully,
our Events Coordinator

UPCOMING EVENTS
(for full list visit our website)
GENERAL MEETING:
Wednesday, Aug. 6th 2014 - BBQ
Meeting at Residence M & W Mason
6th ANNUAL RALLY,
Hosts Leah and Mark Hill
Saturday Aug. 9th, 2014
Meeting Place: Lynbrook Family Golf
Centre, 285316 County Rd. # 10,
Orangeville
Time - be at Lynbrook 9:00 am.
Brits on the Lake, Port Perry
Sunday Aug. 10th, 2014
Dufferin County Museum Annual
Vintage Car & Bike Show
Sunday August 17th, 2014
1:00 - 4:00 pm., food, garage sale and
concert by Paul James
- donation admission fee
PICNIC AT SCENIC ACRES
(WINERY) - POT LUCK
Hosts: Mary and Jean-Louis Valade
Saturday Aug. 23rd 2014 - event goes in
good weather only (rain date TBA)
- more info to members to follow
GENERAL MEETING:
Wednesday Sept. 3rd, 2014 - BBQ
Meeting at residence of M. Young
FYSH “ FUNKHANA”
Sunday Sept 7, 2014
Hosts: Don & Gayle Fysh
Shelburne Fall Fair Antique & Classic
Car Show
Sunday Sept.14th, 2014
Sunday Sept 21st, 2014 - 31st British
Car Day Bronte Park, - $20.00 at gate,
$15.00 “Fast lane” early registration

Saturday Sept. 27th, 2014 - 4th
ANNUAL PRESIDENT’S RUN
Don (Speed Demon) Fysh outdid his
Hosts: Peter Pontsa & Angela van Breemen
wife by throwing them further then I go - rain date Sun. 28, 2014 /

on holidays. Jerry (Dually) Hergott kept
saying “mulligan” after each time he
Saturday OCT. 25, 2014 - 5th ANNUAL
threw. 					 POLAR BEAR RUN
continued on page 7 Hosts: Bill and Jane Tully
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

The Pancake Run and BBQ ...continued from page 6
Mark (Zoom Zoom) Hill took his turn.
Ok, it’s quite understandable for some
this game can be an uphill battle. Leah
(Cat Woman) Hill showed us who is
boss in that family. Hubert (Cruiser)
Denelzen sank a couple, gleaming from
ear to ear. Dave (U-Haul) Baker threw
and missed and was seen measuring
the distance to the oil pan. Debbie
(LaGonda) Baker could not throw,
due to uncontrollable laughter, at what
her Hubby had just done. Suddenly
I heard cries of IRON MAN… IRON
MAN, and saw Ralph tossing with
laser accuracy. First toss in, second toss
in, third toss a miss and the last toss
proved to be the winner of this game.
I would like to know where he got his
energy from after the pumping contest!
As the players sauntered to their chairs
after a gruelling afternoon of exertion,
the sight of food being put out was
a welcome sight to the eyes, with the
promise, that soon, their growling
stomachs would be appeased. Sandra
and Trudy had cooked up a storm;
pancakes with our famous syrup,
sausages, roast potatoes and salads.

The line-up for the food was long,
and rightly so. Pancakes and sausages
took a hit sending Sandra and Trudy
scrambling to prepare more. The food
line finally dwindled; the last ones
up were Peter, Angela, Mary, Trudy,
Sandra and we treated ourselves to the
remaining pancakes and lots of maple
syrup, roast potatoes and salad. But, the
sausages were nowhere to be seen. They
had made a sudden disappearance

Champions, to all who participated and
made such an unforgettable afternoon
and evening. Special thanks to Trudy
(Wonder woman) and Hubby Don
(Camera Man) Bauman for pictures he
took to make this day even more

special. Mary (Double Trouble) Valade,
who volunteered to help my darling
wife. Also, my most sincere thanks to
Marion (The Judge) Mason, her helpers
Bill (Red Rocket) Mason and Tom
of appreciation. There was no question (007) Hodgson for the judging duties.
our members were famished, since they
Lastly, I praise all the members who
still had room for dessert.
made such a great effort to attend and
Sandra and I would like to extend most helped make this a super special day.
sincere congratulations to our
		
Ed Taccone

Mystery British Car Quiz - The President’s Challenge
One of our founding members of the HBCC, and Past
President, Norm Redpath, recently came up with a
wonderful idea for a Mystery British Car Quiz.
Norm and I thought it
would be a lot of fun to
challenge our members
to identify these vintage
vehicles.

Forward your answers to the
Editor of British Driven,
Angela van Breemen, at a.van.
breemen@hotmail.ca

Each month, I will be
choosing a Mystery
British Car for you to
identify.

Results of the Winners will
be published the following
month with a detailed
description of the car’s stats
and specs.

The idea behind the
Quiz, is to name the year,
the make and the model
of the vehicle.
If you choose to provide additional information and specs
about the vehicle, such as the number of cylinders, whether
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automatic or manual, you may qualify for bonus points. If
there should happen to be a tie, these extra details will help
determine the winner.
Rest assured that all vehicles
will be British Cars, so no
need to stray beyond the
British pedigrees.

We hope you will enjoy the Quiz and look forward to
hearing from you!
					Peter Pontsa

visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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The Sponsors’ Corner
Come Discover

The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow*
•
•
•

Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles.
Antique Furniture.
Victorian Architectural Pieces
PERPETUAL GARAGE SALE!
By Chance or Appointment Only,
Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of
55 Townline, Orangeville
David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Indepedendently Owned & Operated

STAHLHAMMER MOTORWORKS

Ken Stahl

$100.00 per annum
for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”

MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN HEALEY ROVER

Work hard - Have Fun - Make Money - Help People
			
(519) 217-3791		

754542 2nd Line EHS,
Mono, L9W 5X1

			

kennerell@gmail.com

$50.00 per annum
for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution
artwork in jpg, tiff, indd or pdf format.
* a minimum of 10 isues per year will
be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement
placed here, please contact

If you are interested in advertising your business or services in
British Driven, business card sized ads and quarter page ads
are now available.
For further details, contact Jean-Louis Valade through our
website www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Jean-Louis Valade
www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

